Abstract---
I. INTRODUCTION
IGITAL signal processing is popular since 1960s, and after the arrival of the digital computer, it is being used in a extensive range of applications. All such applications includes: multiplexing, signal encoding, and compression in telecommunication systems, sound and video belongings in the amusement industry, image compression for space exploration, radar and sonar for military use, and medical imaging (CAT and MRI) etc. Digital signal processing is typically carried out by devoted microprocessors, renowned as digital signal processors, which execute only a single unambiguous task of signal-processing.
From the architectural viewpoint, a DSP takes a signal through an input, applies a computation to the signal, and outputs the effect. The calculations applied by a DSP processor to a signal can be quite difficult, but its functionality is still quite easy: new data goes in and changed data comes out [1] .
The signals that are inputted into a DSP, start and finish their lives as continuous analog waveforms. Thus before a signal can be processed by a DSP, the signal must be altered into digital format at first. A particular DSP, identified as an analog to digital converter (ADC), carries out the analog to digital conversion (A/D conversion). The counterpart to the ADC is the digital to analog converter (DAC). A typical A/D conversion is shown in Figure 1 . An ADC transforms an analog signal into digital by choosing sample of the signal at regular intervals and providing the results as a 1D array with suitable sampling frequency, which is determined by Shannon's sampling theorem. By Shannon's sampling theorem, it is essential to sample a signal at a rate greater than double the highest frequency component in the signal in order to keep all the frequency components. In supplementary words, if a signal is sampled at a frequency less than twice the highest frequency of the signal, it may be impossible for a DSP to reproduce the analog waveform from the sampled data precisely.
In digital arrangement, a signal can be passed from the ADC to other DSPs. A number of DSPs are associated in serial over a shared bus. Data is accepted along the bus from one DSP to another DSP. For example, a typical arrangement in audio processing starts with an ADC, following that would be a filter, after that a reverb, and lastly a DAC to produce the results. Such a chain is shown below in Figure 2 . On the other hand, by definition, a cellular automaton (CA) consists of a lattice of cells [2] , arranged in any number of dimensions (1D, 2D, 3D, etc.). Figure 3 shows the typical arrangement of 3-cell Null Boundary CA.
DSP vs Parallelism:
Both perform same function i.e. receive data and process it, DSP calculations are usually complex. A DSP chain is similar to the successive generation of a CA; calculations of CA do not usually change over time. DSP can be viewed as a one-dimensional continuous CA; signal is a continuous valued array [16] .
CA vs Parallelism:
In CA cells are independent entities. CA is parallel computational devices SIMD and shared memory devices, DSP can be parallel computational, support SIMD, MIMD A DSP is proposed and viewed as a cellular automaton of sorts. Both of them accept data, execute a function on the data and then produce some results. [5] [6] [7] [8] .
There are additional ways to note down the symmetries between DSPs and CAs. In a sequential chain of DSPs, every DSP is in the sequence as a different generation of cellular automata. As the data is agreed from one DSP to another, it passes down consecutive generations of computation. Once the data goes to the last DSP in the mentioned sequence, the computation is over.
The main difference with this reproduction of signal with conventional CA is that every DSP in a series may achieve different computations, but in cellular automata the computation remains consistent all through each generation.
By their characteristics, cellular automata are parallel computers. CA goes from generation to generation, each cell performs a computation. These computations are processed sequentially. In speculative concept these computations are done at the same time instance. According to the Flynn's taxonomy, a CA would be classified as a single instruction multiple data-stream (SIMD) machine.
Parallelism is an important attribute of a CA. So if a DSP or any other schemes are compared with a CA, then it must disclose some kind of parallelism. At this point, digital signal processing is appearing as a serial job. Data is entered to the DSP system, a computation is performed on data, and final result is then as output. Every DSP accepts a signal and modifies it before sending it to the next component in that series. In early DSPs serialization was prime focus but in many modern DSPs operations are performed in parallel. As DSPs are required to process data in real time, they are extremely optimized for proficiency [9] .
A "divide and conquer" approach is followed in parallel processing in order to be maximally efficient. Therefore the data that is to be processed must be parallelizable in order for a parallel system. For example, a CA's data is usually stored in a grid or an array. Each cell performs its independent computation without affecting the results of the neighboring cells.
The data signal used by DSPs is stored as a stream or an array. Therefore, it is quite parallel and well-matched for many parallel operations. In general approach for a signalsmoothing filter, the values of a data point and its adjacent neighbors are standardized. A few DSPs is capable of processing dissimilar parts of the signal without tampering the consequences of the others. There are lots of problems in digital signal processing that cannot be solved by simply changing the raw digital signal data. For these troubles we require a more convoluted way out.
In digital signal processing signals are often broken into smaller, simpler signals. This decomposition is used for some reasons. Here we sketch two of them. At first, simpler, regular signals are easier to process and most importantly, decomposition provides a means to establish an estimate of the equation that produced the signal. Acquiring a signal's equation, or an estimate thereof, is important for numerous digital signal processing functions such as encoding or decoding data on a carrier signal, frequency analysis, multiband filtering, or equalization. And as an additional benefit, decomposition produces us absolutely parallelizable data.
Each of these smaller, regular signals is processed independently after signal decomposition. The resultant signals are added together to shape the final output. Hence the final signal is a superposition of lots of smaller, simpler signals. Summing up of the decomposed and processed signals must work precisely if the functional computations performed were linear. Most digital signal processing operations are linear. A linear system has two characteristics: homogeneity and additive. The homogeneity property reveals that any alteration in the input signal's amplitude results in a resultant alteration for the output signal's amplitude. On the other hand in additive system, the sum of the resultant outputs is the similar for any two inputs as if the sum of the two inputs had been processed individually by the system. DSP achieves parallelization in hardware: one internal and one external. The internal parallelization does not have quite radical effect on the presentation of a DSP compared to the external one.
Inside, nearly all modern microprocessors are intended with the Von Neumann architecture. A lot of DSPs, on the other hand, are projected with the Harvard architecture. The primary differentiation between these two competing architectures is that the Harvard architecture has partitioned memory banks and buses for instructions and data. Since the buses and memory storages are separate, data and instructions are retrieved in the same clock cycle. The illustration achieved by the Harvard architecture and its variants are ample, but to some degree restricted. A greater performance development may possibly be achieved by connecting numerous DSPs together to contour a multiprocessor DSP. Fortunately, this is quite talented and fairly normal with DSPs. DSPs can be agreed in both SIMD (Single Input Multiple Data stream) and MIMD (Multiple Input Single Data stream) parallel processing configurations. In the MIMD configuration, each DSP operates independently, executing diverse functions. In the SIMD design, the DSPs accomplish the accurate equal endeavor on a dissimilar separation of the signal much similar to the cells of a CA. With this approach, an absolute DSP procedure be able to be performed on the whole set of data in a single step specified a suitable number of DSPs.
When involving several processors together, DSP or otherwise, an explicit extent of exterior control logic is significant. Tasks such as directing data flow and job allotment are issued by what is well identified as "glue" logic. Unexpectedly, a lot of DSPs have this "glue" logic included and are measured for multiple processing. Most unexpected among these processors are the aforementioned SHARC processors from Analog Devices and the Texas Instruments TMS320. In August 2002, IBM, Sony, and Toshiba announced that they are raising a parallel microprocessor technology. The technology, dubbed "Cell", features all over from 4 to 16 general-purpose processor cores, known as "cells", on one chip. These "cells" speak with each other via a high-speed communication bus that is well-established within the chip. Strategy utilizing a "Cell" chip can be connected together over a high-speed network to do distribute computing tasks. Sony's home video gaming console, the Play station 3, is fabricated to be the first device to relate "Cell" technology.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Study exposes that DSPs and CAs are analogous. In our approach we have used a null-boundary CA based arrangement, which has achieved the tasks like: Analog to Digital Conversion [10] , Sampling [11] , Superposition [12], Decomposition [13] and Fourier Transformation [14] . All these talked about tasks are being achieved by DSP using MATLAB. Our work is emphasizing on the accomplishment of same by CA, as it more cost effective solution for physical achievement of a system. Because a single CA cell just expenses for a single flip flop. Figure 14 shows a CA system is performing a Fourier Transformation using the rule set < 14, 142 >. Table 1 shows the various comparison data among DSP and CA processors. Table 1 , comparison data among DSP and CA processors signifies that DSP processors are mainly application specific design. FPGA or ASIC based designs are available for DSP implementations. Thus the associated cost generation for a DSP processor is relatively quite high unless a bulk production is performed. On the other hand CA is a general purpose design and it is D flip-flop based design. So it is much cheaper than of application DSP fabrication cost. Table 2 signifies the details of different rules used for CA based digital signal processing.
The mentioned Table 1 and Table 2 show about the CA implementation benefit to DSP instead of traditional DSP implementation according to its application development cost and its implementation rules. 
